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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

PACKING RECOVERY
Recover this product with Rotom
and maximize re-usage of packaging

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

Light plastic display pallet 800x600x130mm - closed
deck
SKU 21547

Plastic pallet with dimensions 800x600x130mm display and a closed
upper deck. Suitable for transporting light products in all sizes Because
The closed deck Ensures That no small boxes covered by the pallet.

TECHNICAL DATA

Outside dimension lenght 800

Outside dimension width 600

Outside dimension height 130

Static load 700

Dynamic load 350

Material HDPE

Status New

Product new

Type
Export pallets, Pallets With
Closed Deck, Display pallets

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Plastic pallet display 800x600x130mm -
closed upper deck
A solid plastic nestable display pallet made of HDPE, and osmanthus
completely recyclable. This display pallet is known to have a good
balance between its own weight and the load capacity. The maximum
dynamic loading capacity is 350 kilograms and the maximum static load
of 700 kilograms. The pallet is provided with legs 6 and a closed cover.
Suitable for transporting light products in all sizes Because The closed
deck Ensures That no small boxes covered by the pallet. The dimensions
of the pallet are 800x600x130mm. Due to the design of the lower deck,
the nestable pallet. The pallets can be nested into eachother and
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osmanthus save a lot of space in storage and transport. Saving space
during transport is cheaper.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/light-plastic-display-pallet-800x600x130mm-closed-
deck-21547
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